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Forthcoming
Group Theory in a Nutshell for Physicists
A. Zee
See page 1 for details.
Einstein Gravity in a Nutshell
A. Zee
Quantum Field Theory in a Nutshell
Second Edition
A. Zee
Biophysics
Searching The Princeton Series in Astrophysics is an international monograph and textbook series in astrophysics for researchers and students. To submit a book proposal for consideration, please contact the publishing editor, Ingrid Gnerlich: Ingrid_Gnerlich@press.princeton.edu.
princeton series in astrophysics • david n. spergel, series editor
• princeton series in modern observational astronomy
Written by some of the world's leading astronomers, the Princeton Series in Modern Observational Astronomy addresses the needs and interests of current and future professional astronomers. International in scope, the series includes cutting-edge monographs and textbooks on topics generally falling under the categories of wavelength, observational techniques and instrumentation, and observational objects from a multiwavelength perspective.
Forthcoming
Essential Radio Astronomy James J. Condon & Scott M. Ransom "Fantastic. . . . It is destined to become the essential resource for all aspiring radio astronomers and for anyone who uses radio astronomical data. " -James M. Moran, Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics
Essential Radio Astronomy is the only textbook on the subject specically designed for a one-semester introductory course for advanced undergraduates or graduate students in astronomy and astrophysics. It starts from rst principles in order to ll gaps in students' backgrounds, make teaching easier for professors who are not expert radio astronomers, and provide a useful reference to the essential equations used by practitioners.
This unique textbook re ects the fact that students of multiwavelength astronomy typically can a ord to spend only one semester studying the observational techniques particular to each wavelength band. Essential Radio Astronomy presents only the most crucial concepts-succinctly and accessibly. It covers the general principles behind radio telescopes, receivers, and digital backends without getting bogged down in engineering details. Emphasizing the physical processes in radio sources, the book's approach is shaped by the view that radio astrophysics owes more to thermodynamics than electromagnetism.
Proven in the classroom and generously illustrated throughout, Essential Radio Astronomy is an invaluable resource for students and researchers alike. The Princeton Series in Physics is an international monograph series in physics for researchers and students.
Condensed Matter in a Nutshell
Gerald D. Mahan
Topological Insulators and Topological Superconductors B. Andrei Bernevig With Taylor L. Hughes
See page 3 for details.
Photonic Crystals
Molding Science Essentials is a new series that brings cutting-edge science to general readers, explaining the critical advances that are changing our world. In each volume, a prominent scientist-chosen by an advisory board of the National Academy of Sciences-conveys in clear language the fundamental knowledge underlying an important and rapidly changing scienti c eld. press.princeton.edu albert einstein • 19
New
Life's Engines
The Collected Papers of Albert Einstein is one of the most ambitious publishing ventures ever undertaken in the documentation of the history of science. Selected from among more than 40,000 documents contained in Einstein's personal collection, and 15,000 Einstein and Einstein-related documents discovered by the editors since the beginning of the Einstein Project, The Collected Papers provides the rst complete picture of a massive written legacy that ranges from Einstein's rst work on the special and general theories of relativity and the origins of quantum theory, to expressions of his profound concern with civil liberties, education, Zionism, paci sm, and disarmament. When completed, the series will contain more than 14,000 documents as full text and will ll thirty volumes. einsteinpapers.press.princeton.edu 
